
  

 

Abstract—An asynchronous circuit design methodology has 

been introduced as a novelty approach to future digital system 

design. Nevertheless, in order to implement the asynchronous 

circuit, there are various limitations. Especially, for the 

implementation on a commercialized field programmable gate 

array (FPGA), the vendors and design tools mainly support 

only synchronous circuit design. In this paper, we propose 

design techniques for implementing the asynchronous circuit on 

the commercial FPGA using the provided design tool. Then, 

with the proposed design techniques, we designed an 

asynchronous micro-controller based onaTIMSP430 

instruction set architecture (ISA).We observe that the 

asynchronous core consumes lower power than the synchronous 

one. In addition, the asynchronous core also shows much more 

durability under conditions of unstable power supplies 

compared to the synchronous counterpart. 

 
Index Terms—Asynchronous circuit, AFSM, bounded delay, 

FPGA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technology of an internet of things which is called 

“IoT” is prevalent in these days [1], [2]. Using the IoT 

devices, mostly they can be placed in an unstable 

circumstance that is easily influenced by external factors 

such as shortage of power and variation of temperature. Thus, 

operational stability and low-power consumption have been 

recognized as critical features in the sphere of the processor 

for the end-nodes in the IoT environments. The processor for 

the IoT applications are mainly composed of a small 

processor such as 8-bitor16-bit micro-controllers with open 

hardware platform [3]-[5]. By virtue of the target applications 

are not required high-performance computation [6]. For these 

introduced processors, there were largely designed by 

traditional circuit design methodologies, which are a 

synchronous circuit design. 

Whereasprevailing synchronous design methodologies 

have limitations on a large amount of clock network power 

consumption, unreliable performance from clock skew, and 

meta-stability problem from the multiple clock domains 
owing to a single global clock signal [7]. Those can contrast 
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with significant characteristics for the field of IoT devices. 

Asynchronous circuit design methodologies can change 

the design paradigm from the synchronous one. Since an 

asynchronous circuit does not have any globalized control 

signal inherently, this design methodology can be 

fundamentally free from the above-mentioned drawbacks. 

Instead of a global clock, the asynchronous circuit can 

guarantee its stability and robustness of functionality by 

performing handshake protocol for the localized 

synchronization. Therefore, the power consumption of the 

processor is reduced due to the elimination of the clock 

network, which accounts for 70% of the entire power source 

[8], in modern processors. And, thus, the asynchronous 

circuit can have low-power characteristics inherently [9]. 

Additionally, the asynchronous circuit has less emission of 

electro-magnetic noise (EMI) [9] feature because the 

asynchronous design methodologies do not employee 

globalized common and periodic control signal. These are 

reasons why [10]-[12] were introduced. 

Yet, on the implementation point of view, designers could 

face diverse problems, when they try to implement the 

asynchronous circuit. Because commercial vendors and 

design methodologies are largely focused on synchronous 

circuit design. So as to the asynchronous circuit still has 

fascinating benefits, researches on design methodologies and 

implementation techniques are highly needed. 

Thus, in this paper, we propose design techniques for the 

asynchronous circuit implementation on the commercial field 

programmable gate array (FPGA) and we designed an 

MSP430 core for the IoT applications. Then, the performance 

comparison with a synchronous type will address.  

This paper is organized as follows: The next section talks 

about asynchronous circuit design and design issues on the 

commercial FPGA. Subsequently, feasible solutions for 

according to that of limitations will be introduced. And the 

following section introduces an architecture for the designed 

core. And Section V describes experimental results of the 

asynchronous circuit and its competitive design.  Lastly, in 

the Section VI conclusion and future works will present. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Delay Model and Signaling in Asynchronous Circuit 

The asynchronous circuit design methodologies were 

introduced as an alternative approach for the synchronous 

one in the field of the digital system design. 

Unlikely to the synchronous one, the asynchronous circuit 

does not utilize globalized control signal but it employee 

handshake protocol for the localized synchronization and 

on-demand processing [13]. The handshake protocol uses a 

request (Req) signal, which indicates data validity, and an 
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acknowledgment (Ack) signal, which represents the 

completion of data delivery. Pursuant to the handshake 

protocol, the asynchronous circuit can be divided into two 

categories which are shown in Fig. 1: 4-phase signaling (a) 

and 2-phase signaling (b).For the 4-phase signaling, it only 

uses rising edges of Req and Ack signals. So that 4-phase 

signaling needs return to zero phase. On the other hand, 

2-phase signaling utilizes both rising and falling edges.  

 

 
(a) 4-Phase Signaling 

 
(b) 2-Phase Signaling 

Fig. 1.The handshake protocol. 

 

From the delay model perspective, the asynchronous 

circuit can also be divided into a bounded delays model, a 

delay insensitive model, and a speed independent model. For 

each delay model has its own distinctive modeling strategy 

for the delay of gates and wires. Which are represented in 

Table I [14]. 

 
TABLE I: DELAY MODELING 

Delay Model Wire Gates 

Bounded Delay Bounded Bounded 

Delay Insensitive Un-Bounded Un-Bounded 

Speed Independent Zero-Delay Un-Bounded 

 

B. Implementation Methodologies in Asynchronous 

Circuit 

Due to the relatively simple design methodology, which is 

the nature of synchronous circuit design, the commercialized 

computer aided design (CAD) tools mainly focused on 

synchronous circuit design scheme. Since then, the design 

archetype has not ever been shifted. 

However, the user experience request novelty technology, 

which can provide multitudinous functions with the 

low-powered and high-reliable process, specifically in the 

sphere of the IoT. In order to meet these demands, design 

methodologies need to be changed which can solve 

botheration of traditional design methodologies. 

The design process of the asynchronous circuit has 

thoroughly differed from the synchronous circuit design. 

Because the asynchronous circuit does not have any 

globalized control signal inherently, optimization and control 

path design strategy could not be same with synchronous 

circuit one [15]-[18]. 

A Petri-Net based signal transition graph (STG) 

representation [19] supports speed-independence model and 

for the synthesis of an STG-based controller, Petrify [20] has 

been widely used. Due to the STG is controlled by the 

transition of the input signal, the arbiter cells are required on 

the implementation stage, to select the appropriate control 

signal. This feature can increase the design complexity. 

To design the delay insensitive model, the designers 

should use multi-bit data encoding scheme. By reason of, the 

Req signal from the handshake protocol is embedded into the 

multi-bit encoded data line. Thus, dual-rail or quad-rail 

encoding strategy could be utilized. A null convention logic 

(NCL) was introduced [21] as an implementation technique 

for the delay insensitive model. To get the delay insensitive 

characteristic from the NCL design, the designers have to use 

special cells, which are called NCL gates (Threshold gates 

(TH cells)).  

The bounded delay model can be implemented by the 

asynchronous finite state machine (AFSM) [22] which is 

similar to Mealy machine styled FSM. To support the 

synthesis of the AFSM design, 3D [23] has been introduced. 

To implement the AFSM controller, matched delay cells 

should be inserted to the control signal. While the delay of 

wires and gates could not be modeled as zero/infinite value in 

this model. 

In this paper, we target the bounded delay model with 

4-phase handshake protocol. Since targeted delay model and 

handshake protocol analogous with synchronous one. This 

characteristic can reduce design complexity of the 

asynchronous circuit on the FPGA implementation. 

Subsequently, in order to optimize control logic, we utilize 

the 3D tool which can support directed ‘don’t care’ states and 

conditional branches [23]. 

Additionally, to verify our design techniques, we designed 

the MSP430 core [24], which is 16-bit processor known as 

low-powered, simple instruction set architecture (ISA) and 

open-compiling environments in the field of IoT. 

C. Issues on FPGA Implementation in Asynchronous 

Circuit 

The FPGAs have been recognized as relatively 

simple/easy and inexpensive implementation methodology 

compared to a full-custom design. However, the legacy 

FPGAs and their development tools are mainly focused on 

synchronous circuit design. Hence, [25], [26] were studied as 

the alternative techniques for implementing the asynchronous 

circuit on the FPGA. Nonetheless, introduced techniques 

were not targeted solutions for the bounded delay model 

neither they were not designed micro-controller through 

proposed techniques.  

Thus, in this paper, we suggest useful techniques, which 

can overcome encountered design issues, for the 

implementation of bounded delay model on the 

commercialized FPGA (focused on Xilinx FPGA [27] with 

ISE).  

Also, to verify proposed techniques, we designed and 

implemented16-bit micro-controller on the Xilinx FPGA. 

 

III. PROPOSED DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

For the design of the bounded delay model, which is based 

on the AFSM controller, the 3D tool can be used for the 

purpose of logic level synthesis. Then, the designers need to 

perform a mapping process of the given gate level net-list 

from the 3D tool to the user specific technology library. 

However, gate mapping on the FPGA level differs from 

full-custom design. Because of the characteristic of the 
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FPGA, there are limitations on implementing gate level of 

design and meeting the variation of timing condition 

according to various FPGA types provided from the different 

FPGA vendors. 

Furthermore, the synthesized result from the 3D tool has 

lots of feedback signals. Hence, if the hierarchy of gate 

configuration does not match to the timing of the feedback 

line, due to a race condition, the functionality of entire 

control module cannot be guaranteed [28]. 

To avoid the race problems and matching the timing 

conditions for each control module, the designers can utilize 

look-up table (LUT)-based coding style, which supports 

logical equation on the commercial FPGAs. Also, since 

commercialized FPGA tools usually remove the feedback 

lines on the step of the optimization process, the designers 

should give “KEEP” option [29] to each wire. So that the 

feedback lines are restricted not to be removed in the 

optimization process. The Fig. 2 shows the pseudo code of 

suggested LUT-based design technique for implementation 

of the AFSM controller. 

 
Fig. 2. Pseudo code of the AFSM controller. 

 

The asynchronous circuit does not synchronize globally 

but locally synchronize. So as to synchronize with its 

neighbored modules, as shown in Fig. 3, the C-element is 

required to operate localized synchronization. For the design 

of C-element, there are two types: Based on RS-Latch style 

and generalized C-element (latch free style) [13] (Described 

in Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 3. The usage of the C-element. 

 

 
(a) RS-latch-based C-element 

 
(b) Generalized C-element 

Fig. 4. Types of the C-elements. 

Nevertheless, the commercial FPGA vendors do not 

support generalized C-element neither RS-latch styled 

C-element. In this paper, we utilize generalized C-element, in 

order to reduce power consumption of control logic as well as 

area occupation. 

To implement the generalized C-element, the designers 

can directly initiate the LUT. Following Table II represents a 

truth table of the generalized C-element. 

 
TABLE II: TRUTH TABLE OF THE GENERAL C-ELEMENT 

A B  Out Out 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 

 

Thus, for implementing the generalized C-element, which 

has two input signal with low reset, the equation can be 

expressed as in (1). Therefore, to initialize 4 input LUT, the 

“INIT” code will be 16’h00E8. 

 

𝑂𝑢𝑡 = {(𝐴 & 𝑂𝑢𝑡 & 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) + (𝐵 & 𝑂𝑢𝑡 & 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) +
             (𝐴 & 𝐵 & 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)}                                                        

   (1)
 

 

The Fig. 5 describes written code for both RS-latch styled 

C-element and generalized C-element. 

Moreover, to solve meta-stability conditions in the 

asynchronous circuit system, the arbiter cell (MUTEX) is 

required: When more than 2 control signals are asserted, the 

arbiter should make a decision for the priority of each control 

signal. To implement the MUTEX as the meta-stability filter, 

simultaneously excited control signals pass through the 

NAND gates with others feedback line. And the output of 

NAND gates sent to the AND gates [13]. 

Fig. 6 describes possible implementation method for the 

MUTEX cell. For all of the gates in the Fig. 6 configured by 

LUT equations (Likewise in the Fig. 5 (b)) with “KEEP” 

constraints to retain its functionality. 

The bounded delay model is comparable with the 

synchronous circuit. However, in order to achieve 

asynchrony of the bounded delay model, the handshake 

signal from the asynchronous controller need to be matched 

to the respective data path module.  Therefore, worst-case 

delay of data path requires to be calculated and the calculated 

delay should be inserted as a “Matched delay cell”. 

In the case of implementing the matched delay cell, 

formally, the designers employee chains of “INVERTER” or 

“AND” gates as shown in Fig. 7. However, on the 

commercial FPGAs, the delay cells do not provide. Also, if 

the designers make gate chain, the optimizer easily remove 

that logic. Owing to accomplish matching the delays of the 

respective data path, the designers need to make user specific 

delay cells by invoking the LUT gates [30] with “KEEP” 

constraints. After that, the designers require to measure the 

delay of written LUT gates manually on the post-route 

simulation level since, the timing of written LUT based delay 

cell would vary, depending on which FPGA model was used. 
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(a) Generalized C-element 

 
(b)RS-Latch styled C-element 

Fig. 5. Implementation of C-elements. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Concurrent control signal handler (MUTEX) [13]. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Matched delay cells: Typical method. 
 

To make a processor, some peripherals such as block 

memories and input/output ports are needed. Especially, the 

block memories are highly required since our processor 

architecture still uses traditional styled one (Harvard/Von 

Neumann Architectures) [31]. This is attributed to the fact 

that, the designers could write block memories, like ROM 

and RAM, own their purpose. However, using the 

user-defined memory is not an efficient way to implement 

block memories, because vendors already provide block 

devices as an IP or embedded one [27].  

Consequently, to utilize embedded resources, the 

interfacing technique for the synchronous block between 

asynchronous one is decidedly demanded. 

To interface among the asynchronous circuit and 

synchronous block, the most important thing is signal 

matching for each control signal. And, hence, handshake 

protocol of the asynchronous circuit should be mapped to the 

clock gating control signal for the synchronous block. Thus, 

according to the rising edges of handshake protocol, the clock 

signal can be gated. Further, for the 4-phase handshake 

signaling, the Ack signal needs to be generated from the 

interfacing module. Hence, when the interfacing unit detects 

Req signal, the Req signal passes through the LUT based 

matched delay element as described in Fig. 8.  

The generated Ack signal must be matched to the 

accordance of a response time of the synchronous block. To 

be specific, if the delayed signal does not match to timing 

constraints (Set-up/Hold time regulations of 

latches/Flip-Flops) of the synchronous block, the 

asynchronous circuit cannot be guaranteed the validity of 

fetched data. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Basic concept of interfacing module. 

 

IV. DESIGN OF ASYNCHRONOUS MSP 430 ON FPGA 

The MSP430 core executes 27 reduced instruction set 

computer (RISC)-type instructions and it supports 7 

addressing modes. Theoretically, every instruction can use all 

the addressing modes without any restriction. Thus, instead 

of RISC styled design, a complex instruction set computer 

(CISC) styled design is more suitable for the MSP 430 core 

[32] in order to support various addressing mode and various 

opcode sizes for each instruction. 

In this paper, we designed the MSP430 core in two 

different types: 
1) Asynchronous MSP430: The control path designed as 

the bounded delay with 4-phase handshake 

protocol-based AFSM controller (AMSP430).  

2) Synchronous MSP430: The control path designed as an 

FSM-based controller (SMSP430). 

These cores are implemented on the commercial Xilinx 

Spartan-3 FPGA (xc3s400-5tq144) [33]. The data path is 

designed as Fig. 9 [32] and it is shared by each AMSP430 and 

SMSP430. 

The AFSM controller for the AMSP430 is synthesized 

with the 3D tool for the elimination of excessive restrictions 
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on concurrent events. Afterward, the synthesized gate-level 

logic equations mapped into the LUT gates through the 

proposed design techniques. 

Afterward, through reviewing the technology schematic, 

which is provided by Xilinx ISE, we verified that our 

proposed interfacing logic between the synchronous block 

and the asynchronous block is well glued. The Fig. 10 shows 

the technology schematic of designed system. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Data path architecture [32]. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Technology schematic of designed system. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

In this paper, we designed two different versions of the 

MSP430 core and these are implemented on the 

commercialized Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGA. For the description 

language, we utilize Verilog HDL. As a designing and timing 

simulation tools, Xilinx ISE and ISim were used. And, to 

keep the architectural design of both cores, we did not 

optimize the control path and data path on the synthesis level 

of design [29]. Lastly, in order to verify its functionality, we 

perform timing simulation for each control module on each 

step of the design process through Xilinx ISim. Fig. 10 shows 

the waveforms for partial parts of instruction fetch and 

decode module and synchronous block ROM interfacing 

module simulations.  

As shown in Fig. 11 (a), when next IFID (Req) signal is 

asserted, which indicates Req signal for fetching the next 

instruction, to express Ack, the next IFIDOK signal is excited. 

Subsequently, ReadInstruction (Req) is generated for 

accessing the memory interface. Consequently, as an Ack 

signal, MemoryReadAckis delivered. Afterward, for writing 

the instruction to the instruction register, IRwrite (Req) signal 

rises. And to deliver the Ack, the IRwirteDone is asserted. As 

a consequence, in order to increase program counter (PC), 

PCincrease (Req) and PCincreaseDone (Ack) is followed. 

Likewise, other control signals are delivered. 

Therefore, through the timing simulation, we confirmed 

that the designed controller executes the 4-phase handshake 

protocol and its output is verified with required AFSM 

control signals. 

The Fig. 11 (b), describes the simulation of interfacing 

module for the synchronous block ROM. When the read 

(Req) and 16-bit address are delivered to the interfacing 

module, for the read signal, it passes through the matched 

delay cells, which are configured as LUT-based one. Then 

according to the delay time, the Ack signal is generated. In 

this point, Ack signal should assert, when output data 

becomes valid. And for the address, inputted address is 

translated to memory address then, related to the Req and 

Ack signals, the respected data is delivered.  

 

 
(a) Waveform of the instruction fetch and decode module 

 
(b) Waveform of the interface module with synchronous block rom 

Fig. 11. Post-route level timing simulation. 
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Fig. 12. Block diagram of experimentation environment. 

 

To check its functionality in the real system, we implement 

the entire system on to the Spartan-3 FPGA and it runs 

benchmark programs [34], when every module is passed the 

timing simulation. 

As described in Fig. 12. The host PC was used for 

downloading the bitstream file to target FPGA through the 

JTAG interface as well as timing simulation for before 

implementing the designed core. To check the functionality 

of designed core, we run the emulator [35] as the reference 

core on the host PC and it executes same benchmark program 

[34]. The host PC monitors output signals of designed core. 

(e.g., PC, address, control signals). 

Additionally, to check the performance of the each 

designed core, we measure the cycle of instruction fetch 

signal through the oscilloscope. Additionally, to clarify its 

durability under the unstable voltage circumstances, we 

apply an unstable voltage to designed cores. 

The performance in the typical condition has measured 

both cores, around 18MHz. According to the supplied 

voltage, the performance of each core is degraded at the 

condition of low-voltage. In detail, for the synchronous core, 

the instruction fetching cycle is dramatically dropped. On the 

other hand, the asynchronous one keeps its performance until 

3.2V and it degrades at the 3.0V. 

This experimentation stands for the asynchronous core can 

execute the application on the low-voltage condition and it 

can guarantee its functionality until 3.0V. However, the 

functionality of the synchronous core cannot be guaranteed 

under unstable supply voltage condition. While the 

instruction fetch signal from the synchronous controller 

(FSM) is functioning, the data path is malfunctioned. The 

reason is that the clock network becomes unreliable under the 

unstable voltage circumstance.  

Withal, to check the power consumptions of each core in 

precisely, we perform power analysis through the Xilinx ISE 

and ISim. The power simulation results show that the 

SMSP430 consumes 84.2mW. To be specific, since 

SMSP430 has clock network, the dynamic power shows 

28.7 %from the entire power consumption. On the other hand, 

in the case of AMSP430, owing to the nature of the 

asynchronous circuit it can remove the globalized clock 

network, which accounts for around 30% of the total power 

consumption in our case, fundamentally. Therefore, 

AMSP430 consumes lower power than SMSP430. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we propose the design techniques for the 

bounded delay model with the 4-phase signaling-based 

asynchronous circuit on the commercial FPGAs. Then, we 

designed the 16-bit micro-controller, which targeted to the 

IoT application, through the proposed techniques. 

The experimentation and simulation results show that 

designed asynchronous MSP430 consumes 41% lower power 

than the synchronous MSP430.In addition, the asynchronous 

core exhibits fault tolerance in the unstable power condition 

comparing to the synchronous one. 

Henceforth, we will optimize the asynchronous MSP430 

core and attach peripherals for the real applications. Also, to 

provide congeniality with MSP430-GCC compiler, we will 

analyze the compiled binary program in the near future. 
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